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Medieval German Castle Lordships – The Castles of Count Falkenstein as an Example

<Lecture 2> 

2. Codex Falkensteinensis

I will now examine the power basis of  Count Falkenstein based on important historical records 

called the Codex Falkensteinensis (hereinafter called Codex).  Siboto IV (1126-1200), a count of 

Falkenstein, started compiling the Codex from the summer of  1166 and it was successively written until 

the year 1231 when it was finally completed.  The objective of  the document was to safely pass on all 

the ban rights and property that he owned to his two sons in case he died in a battle while serving and 

accompanying the Holy Roman Emperor Friedrich I in Italy. 

 The reasons the castles of  the counts of Falkenstein were chosen as the object of  study are as 

follows: first, the Codex was one of  the very few historical records written in the castle lordship 

foundational period between the 12th and the 13th centuries.  Second, it is an important singular 

historical record that includes taxation registers and transfer registers of  a secular manorial lordship 

providing insights into the history and property of  secular nobilities and has been handed down by 

High Middle Ages secular nobilities to the present day.  Thirdly, all the bans Count Falkenstein owned 

when he was manorial lord were a complex of  various properties belonging to each of  the four castles 

that he possessed.  Therefore, it may well be said that Codex was the only historical records that allow 

us to clarify the internal structure of medieval castle lordship in the High Middle Ages when which 

historical records are definitively missing. 

 The Codex has been taken up as a research subject by many scholars and researchers in various 

fields such as legal historians, general historians, local historians, economic historians, ancient 

document scholars, philologists, genealogists, and so forth.  For example, the humanist Johannes 

Aventinus and the legal scholar Wigalaüs Hund reported that Codex had been stored at a monastery. 

 Furthermore, especially the taxation register of Codex has greatly stimulated studies on economic 

history and results from such studies have borne much fruit.  The economic historian Karl Ramp 

claimed that the Codex ‘is a treasure trove of  economic history’, while the scholar of  economic history 

Werner Rösener called it ‘something of  good fortune’ meaning ‘the structure of secular nobilities’ 

manors would become clear if  researched’.  Also, the scholars named Karl Ramp and Gerhard 

Umlauf  both have written doctoral dissertations based on the Codex.  Their theses reported on 

research conducted on the manorial system from the standpoint of economic history by using the 

Codex taxation register as a basis. 

 However, none of  the aforementioned scholars have made the internal structure of  castle 

lordships to be the concrete object of  examination.  In other words, the focus of  their research was 

only economic history; e.g., when and what taxes the villeins paid to Count Falkenstein. 

 In Japan there had been no research conducted that examines the Codex.  However, judging by 

the aforementioned research it may be safe to say that the Codex is a treasure trove that may bear fruit 

if  viewed from the perspective of  castle lordships.  Thus, we conducted the following fruitful 

research on the castle lordship of  Count Falkenstein through an analysis of  the Codex. 
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3. Power Basis of Count Falkenstein

The sign of a noble family’s free status (handgemal) is something that visually proves the position 

of  nobility or a lord.  In other words, he who possesses it is of  nobility.  Handgemal in particular is 

land.  The handgemal of Count Falkenstein was located in Geislbach a suburb of  Munich and is a fair 

distance from the castle of Neuburg. 

 The noble power of  Count Falkenstein that is based on handgemal consisted of  the various core 

combined powers of  the castle such as the right to own property and rule a fiefdom (lehen), right to 

hold court, possess manorial lordship, and exercise church control.  The power to rule rested in being 

of  noble status. 

 The family of  Count Falkenstein possessed four major castles and properties around them were 

considered attached to the castle.  The economic foundation of  the family’s noble right to rule was 

based on free-owned property and other considerable lehen holdings. 

 Passive lehen were one type of lehen.  Count Falkenstein received passive lehen from House Welfen, 

the Austrian Archduke, Count Palatine of  Bayern, and the three bishops of  Passau, Salzburg, and 

Freising respectively.  In total he received lehen from about 20 lords covering an area as large as 2600 

munsus (26,574.6 hectares).  On the other hand, active lehen were given to vassals.  Count Falkenstein 

received active lehen from major aristocrats as a vassal himself, but on the other hand he was also a lord 

who provided active lehen to his vassals.  He provided active lehen to as many as 27 regular vassals and 

he received services (militarily and regular attendance to his castle) in exchange.  It has become 

evident that he employed castle-resident vassals as well; 15 at the castle of Neuburg and one at the 

castle of Falkenstein. 

 It may be assumed that five to 10 castle-resident vassals were also present at 

Falkenstein, Hartmannsberg, and Hernstein castles respectively, although this is not evident 

from the Codex.  Otherwise, it was not possible to protect and administer the castles. 

 The castle defense feudal law pertained to service law (a law applied to non-free people), and thus 

such vassals belonged to the rank of retainers, one rank lower than free people.  Therefore, it should 

be safe to assume that many of  the castle-resident vassals were retainers.  In this way, a troupe of 

armed vassals and castle-resident vassals formed the military force to back up the political power and 

lordship of  Count Falkenstein. 




